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EMPIRE COLLECTION BY LUXXU TO GIVE
YOUR HOME A GLAMOROUS LOOK

Luxxu’s designs are inspired by the most iconic buildings in the world. One of the most important
monuments that inspire LUXXU’s design team is Empire State Building, the most well-known landmark skyscraper in New York City. The prominent building is part of New York history and a colorful beacon in Manhattan’s skyline, as well as a destination for extraordinary views.
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EMPIRE | CHANDELEIR
http://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-chandelier.php
VIEW MORE

EMPIRE | PENDANT
VIEW MORE
http://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-pendant.php

EMPIRE | WALL
http://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-wall.php
VIEW MORE

http://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-snooker.php
EMPIRE | SNOOKER
http://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-snooker.php
VIEW MORE

As well this stunning building has its unique place in New York City, LUXXU’s designs want to have
a place of honor on the luxury lighting’s world. Empire Chandelier is one of LUXXU’s best-sellers
and it’s inspired by the stunning lines of Empire State Building. The chandelier is an extravagant
shape full of modernity capable to transform every space in a stunning scenario.
To complement the chandelier, LUXXU created a pendant version, inspired by the stunning design
of Empire State Building too. The lighting piece has elegant lines and it’s a natural decor piece that
creates an exclusive decoration setting.
A wall lamp has to be in perfect harmony in the decor set, in combination with the suspension and
maybe the floor lamps. LUXXU designed Empire Wall Lamp, a beautiful wall lamp that will fit
perfectly in any luxurious ambiance. It’s a powerful creation and it’s capable to transform every
space in a stunning scenario.
Inspired by the beautiful architecture of the building, LUXXU creates now a new masterpiece to
give a little more brightness to the Empire Collection and to glam up every ambiance: EMPIRE
SNOOKER Chandelier. Created with glass and brass and finished with gold plated, this magnificent lighting piece is capable of giving a luxurious and glamorous look to any space. This chandelier is a true jewelry for your decoration, creating a sophisticated and unique atmosphere.

ABOUT US
LUXXU is a new lighting experience, a brand that provides a collection capable of
making your projects come true, combined the classic forms with a modern attitude.
It’s made with the finest selection of materials as brass, glass and Swarovski crystal
combined with rare handwork techniques and contemporary design.
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